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Date Daily Objectives Supplementary (Homework)
Tuesday, 
April 7th 

Focus: Start to write or be on the cusp of typing 
 
You are on track if you have your outline ready for me to check 
 
Today, with many of our compadres away, the senior faculty is opening up the 
day. Matt and/or I will be available throughout the day to help you keep moving 
on your project. 
 
The following should be on your to-do list: 
 Finish organizing notes (your reading should already be done) 
 Create an outline and have me check you off 
 Meet with your Senior Project Advisor and turn in SPAM-2 
 
Let’s get writing…Review the Elements Handout and one of the student 
exemplars posted on under Student Resources on my DP. Remember the 
annotated version of this annotated outline that we looked at last week. Consider 
as you read:  
1.  How does the author approach each Element? 
2.  Given the differences between this topic and yours, how will YOU approach 
each element? 
 
To be on track you should have a rough draft DONE on Friday by the end of class.
 

 
 
At least 30 minutes of focused 
writing. You can start with the 
introduction or Part III 
 
 

Wednesday 
April 8th 

** You’ll have a substitute on Wednesday and Thursday as I’m hosting Charles 
Heying, the speaker for the artisan economy event. He has five presentations over 
these two days including one with the city staff. 
 
Focus: More of the same!  Get writing!! 
 
Use your time productively. Try to finish writing a section a day for the rest of the 
week, so you have a full draft by Friday for me to take home and give you 
comments on. I’d start with either section I or section III.  

At LEAST 30 minutes of focused 
writing. 
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In my absence seek out Matt with specific questions. His students are writing all 
week so he should be available to answer quick questions. 
 
REMEMBER – Economics extra credit event: Handmade Wealth: Lessons for 
Durango from Portland’s Artisan Economy – 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Durango 
Arts Center.  YOU MUST CHECK IN WITH ME TO GET CREDIT FOR 
BEING THERE. Skipping out early cancels any points that you earn. 
 

Thursday 
April 9th 

Focus: Write, write, write. 
 
 

At LEAST 30 minutes of focused 
writing. 

Friday 
April 10th 

I’ll be back on Friday to check in on your progress. I’ll try to check in with 
everyone this day. I have office hours on Friday after school if you’d like to have 
a longer conversation.  
 
Next week we move into refinement. EXPECT TO DO MAJOR REVISIONS ON 
YOUR PAPER.  By now, you know that I expect much more from a revision than 
simply moving around commas.  Be prepared for two weeks of big time thinking 
and writing. This will be coming from a place of love so that your last month is 
pain-free, you crush your presentation, and can take well-deserved victory lap 
around the parking lot singing Queen’s “We are the Champions!”  at the top of 
your lungs. 

Homework: 
 
At least 30 minutes of focused 
writing. 

 


